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ACR was given the entire Al Anbar Province. 3ID understood that it would be leaving
very quickly, once relieved in place. A couple of their brigades were extended and went
out to Fallujah and Ramadi, and then eventually they took off, and the 82nd came in and
took over those areas from the 3rd ID.
16:30. The enemy situation was really strange at that time. There was sort of a pause
while we established ourselves and the Iraqis were making a determination, I think, in
very small groups, of how they were going to be treated, of what was the future, of what
was their future with our presence there, and there was some violence out in the Sunni
areas initially when some US forces were attacked, or believed they were under attack,
and there were some skirmishes in the Ramadi area.

What would you say about either the terrain or climate?
17:30. It was an extremely, it was an unbelievably hot summer. It was over 100° every
day, and that actually started in Kuwait, it was that way, it was just . . spring ended early I
think that year, and it was in the 90s and 100s when we were in Camp Pennsylvania in
April of '03. That summer was pretty miserable. When we arrived in Baghdad, there
were no facilities, everything had been looted. There was no copper wiring, no plumbing,
no nothing in the areas where we established our FOBs. With the exception of having
structures to live in, there was infrastructure to support them, no electricity, no plumbing,
no nothing, so we were pretty much living the way we always had, just not in tents, so we
built everything, all the facilities, from the ability to do laundry to the ability to take a
shower. We had to build all that ourselves, obviously. My engineers went out, and our
freedom of movement at that time was broad. We could go into the neighborhoods and
into the power stations without any threat of being attacked really, and that was in the
May-June time frame, and even into July.
19:28. In the second part of June, that's when we started seeing the attacks, and the first
IEDs were used. I don't know if their first use was in NW Baghdad, but the first one was
had in the division was in our brigade AO in NW Baghdad. In fact, the first one that
observed was my sergeant major and I were racing through the streets of Baghdad en
route to one of our company areas, and about an hour before, a team had been hit by an
IED. We didn't realize it was an IED at the time, but they had been hit. There were two
KIA in that ambush, and there were several wounded. My sappers were the first to the
scene and they secured the scene along with some infantrymen from the task force from
82nd that had been task organized with 3rd Brigade, 1st AD, and we came upon that
scene and got out to assist. It was a pretty brutal scene because the driver of that vehicle,
and I was told it was a . . . well I won't go into what type of a unit it was, but . . wasn't
one of our units that was hit, and there were brains splattered in the median of the
highway, and we went in and picked up what we could . . . and put the parts in MRE bags
and plastic bags and then sent them over to the FOB to be re-united with the soldiers'
bodies, so . . but that was the first real . . . my first . . . encounter with . . . I mean we had
had RPG attacks on our FOB and we had had some other things, but that was the first in a
long time where I had . . .in which I had . . . first event where we really saw some
bloodshed. We were out doing patrols every night during those days and securing
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neighborhoods and we were doing squad level patrols, all my sappers were, and they
were task organized with armor and infantry task forces throughout NW Baghdad.
22:00 But when I . . . after I changed command in early July and joined LTG Sanchez, we
saw a distinct and almost vertical increase in violence between the end of July and the fall
of '03, and LTG Sanchez was strapped with doing his . . . his political and diplomatic
responsibilities with the Ambassador and with the Iraqi authorities, and Maj Gen
Wodjakowski as his Deputy Corps Commander being the warfighter, and to realize that
that CJTF-7 evolved into MNFI and MNCI in April of '04, but if you look at what he was
struggling with in the summer and fall of '03 and the fact that Army-DOD made a
decision in early '04 to create two commands, then you can understand the complexity
and the problems he was faced with. He was faced with fighting and doing the
diplomatic piece with the Corps staff, and all through the late summer and fall of '03, he
struggled to put together the robust staffs that could support a diplomatic effort, a nationbuilding effort, a war fighting effort, a you-name-it effort to try to contain the violence
and, of course, as I said, this violence is escalating vertically, I mean it is almost a
vertical climb in the escalation of violence. And he is struggling to understand what is
going on and to put together the systems to address this, the C2, the C3, the C4, robust
staffs that could support his effort that I believe was much different than envisioned when
he was given the position of CJTF-7.
24:45. My distinct [impression], and I don't think it should come as a surprise, is . . . I
think he was supposedly going to be a caretaker commander with CJTF-7 and
Ambassador Bremer to shepherd the installation of what we thought were mature Iraqi
systems to take over the country and . . . to take it wherever it was going to go, and that
our effort there was to be . . . I hate the term 'caretaker' . . . but an overseer of the process
until the Iraqi systems would come back into play with the right people doing the right
things.

Given that LTG Sanchez was supposed to hand off the baton to the Iraqis
quickly, and it was temporary, US forces were on the way out, not in. The
logistics were supposed to be temporary, so they did not calculate a need to
support 100K troops in Iraq.
26:00. Right, that's true.

Can you put substance to that?
26:10. It is interesting. When Ambassador Bremer showed up, you know, USAID was
there, and he had his . . he established . . . he understood the lines of operation,
governance, economy, the rule of law, security, and so on. I think there were six or seven
lines of operation that he understood that we had to have a plan for in order to move
forward. And I'll give him that much credit. He had a vision, and he understood that
there had to be people in charge to develop plans for those lines of operation and then a
rapid transition to Iraqi authority. And to give you an idea . . and in fact, I think it was
mostly military planners who helped each of the chiefs of the . . . each of those lines of
operation . . develop the long-range plan for each of the lines of operation that fit into
Ambassador Bremer's, LTG Sanchez's, CENTCOM's, Sec Def's vision for Iraq, but the
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